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 of generation. CS4.0 keygen, I meant. how can i launch an executable that doesnt appear in my $PATH I'll help if I find
something. lol notk0: you need to set it to be in your path (02:01:35 PM) _kevin_: i got my ubuntu on the same machine now, on

a separate hard drive so I can have a duel boot with vista _kevin_: and it's not installed on the same partition as you I have
already written down the stuff I have to install Im just going to have to install ubuntu nope its on a different partition _kevin_:

ok, so you have installed it, but you have only ONE OS so the grub install may not have setup the windows loader to be bootable
I have one partition with vista and one with ubuntu which ubuntu are you installing? ubuntu 9.10 ok, so there is already a grub

boot loader installed and you've not setup grub to boot a second OS, which I think you've not even tried to Anyone use amule? i
need a little help i have ubuntu 9.04 and I have to edit the /boot/grub/menu.lst how can i try to install a seperate OS and how can
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I do it you can't use that it's for legacy grub 1.5 I'm trying to do a dual boot with ubuntu as you have said, there is already a grub
boot loader installed, as you've already said you have 2 partitions I have two partitions, one with vista, one with ubuntu and you

have already said you've not setup grub to boot your second OS so the grub installer is not set to 82157476af
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